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ABSTRACT 
Faces represent complex, multidimensional, meaningful visual stimuli and developing a model for face recognition 
is difficult. We present a neural network solution which comprises of identifying a face image from the face’s 
unique features. Face detection and recognition has many applications in a variety of fields such as authentication, 
security, video surveillance and human interaction systems. Face recognition can be applied for a wide variety of 
problems like image and film processing, human-computer interaction, criminal identification etc. This research 
deals with the implementation of face recognition system using neural network. Importance of face recognition 
system has speed up in the last few decades. The problem in face recognition is to find the best match of an 
unknown image against a database of face models or to determine whether it does not match any of them well. In 
many face recognition systems the important part is face detection. The task of detecting face is complex due to its 
variability present across human faces including color, pose, expression, position and orientation. So using various 
modeling techniques it is convenient to recognize various facial expressions. In this paper, a face recognition system 
for personal identification and verification using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with Back Propagation 
Neural Networks (BPNN) is proposed. This system consists on three basic steps which are automatically detect 
human face image using BPNN, the various facial features extraction, and face recognition are performed based on 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with BPNN. The dimensionality of face image is reduced by the PCA and the 
recognition is done by the BPNN for efficient and robust face recognition. In this also focuses on the face database 
with different sources of variations, especially Pose, Expression, Accessories, Lighting and backgrounds would be 
used to advance the state-of-the-art face recognition technologies aiming at practical applications In the field of 
image processing it is very interesting to recognize the human gesture by observing the different movement of eyes, 
mouth, nose, etc. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The face is the primary focus of attention in social intercourse, playing a major role in conveying identity and emotion. 
Although the ability to infer intelligence and character from facial appearance is suspect, the human ability to 
recognize faces is remarkable. We recognize thousands of faces learned throughout our life time and identify familiar 
faces at a glance even after years of separation. This skill is quite robust, despite large changes in the visual stimulus 
due to viewing conditions, expression, aging, and distractions such as glasses, beards or changes in hair styles. In 
today's networked world, the need to maintain the security of information or physical property is becoming both 
increasingly important and increasingly difficult. Face recognition is one of the few biometric methods, which is very 
complicated system since the human faces change depending on their age, expressions etc. A human being has lots of 
expressions. So it is not possible to learn all types of expressions into the network. Within computer vision, face 
recognition has become increasingly relevant in today’s society. The recent interest in face recognition can be attributed 
to the increase of commercial interest and the development of feasible technologies to support the development of face 
recognition. Major areas of commercial interest include biometrics, law enforcement and surveillance, smart cards, and 
access control. Face recognition has been studied for many years and has practical application in areas such as security 
systems, identification of criminals and assistance with speech recognition system. Face Recognition is important to 
human because the face plays a major role in social intercourse, conveying emotions and feelings. Unlike other forms of 
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identification such as fingerprint analysis and iris scans, face recognition is user friendly and non-intrusive. Possible 
scenarios of face recognition include: identification at front door for home security, recognition at ATM or in 
conjunction with a smart card for authentication, video surveillance for security. With the advent of electronic medium, 
especially computer, society is increasingly dependent on computer for processing, storage and transmission of 
information. Computer plays an important role in every parts of today life and society in modern civilization. With 
increasing technology, man becomes involved with computer as the leader of this technological age and the 
technological revolution has taken place all over the world based on it. It has opened a new age for humankind to enter 
into a new world, commonly known as the technological world. Computer vision is a part of every day life. One of the 
most important goals of computer vision is to achieve visual recognition ability comparable to that of human. 

2.  RELATED WORK: 
In this paper to design and implementation of the Face Recognition System (FRS) can be subdivided into three main 
parts. The first part is face detection-automatically face detection can be accomplished by using neural networks back 
propagation. The second part is to perform various facial features extraction from face image using digital image 
processing and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). And the third part consists of the artificial intelligence (face 
recognition) which is accomplished by Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN).The first part is the Neural Network-
based Face Detection described in .The basic goal is to study, implement, train and test the Neural Network-based 
machine learning system. Given as input an arbitrary image, which could be a digitized video signal or a scanned 
photograph, determine whether or not there are any human faces in the image, and there are, and return an encoding of 
the location and spatial extent of each human face in the image. The first stage in face detection is to perform skin 
detection. Skin detection can be performed in a number of color models. To name a few are RGB, YCbCr, HSV, YIQ, 
YUV, CIE, XYZ, etc. An efficient skin detection algorithm is one which should be able to cover all the skin colors like 
black, brown, white, etc. and should account for varying lighting conditions. Experiments were performed in YIQ and 
YCbCr color models to find out the robust skin color model. This part consists of YIQ and YCbCr color model, skin 
detection, blob detection, smooth the face, image scaling. The second part is to perform various facial features 
extraction from face image using digital image processing and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the Back 
Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). We separately used iris recognition for facial feature extraction. Facial feature 
extraction consists in localizing the most characteristic face components (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.) within images that 
depict human faces. This step is essential for the initialization of many face processing techniques like face tracking, 
facial expression recognition or face recognition. Among these, face recognition is a lively research area where it has 
been made a great effort in the last years to design and compare different techniques. The second part consists of face 
landmarks, iris recognition, fiducially points. The third part consists of the artificial intelligence (face recognition)  
which is accomplished by Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). This paper gives a Neural and PCA based 
algorithm for efficient and robust face recognition. This is based on principal component-analysis (PCA) technique, 
which is used to simplify a dataset into lower dimension while retaining the characteristics of dataset. Pre-processing, 
Principal component analysis and Back Propagation Neural Algorithm are the major implementations of this paper. 
This papers also focuses on the face database with different sources of variations, especially Pose, Expression, 
Accessories, and Lighting would be used to advance the state of- the-art face recognition technologies aiming at 
practical applications especially for the oriental 

 
3. FACE RECOGNITION: 

Face recognition is a pattern recognition task performed specifically on faces. It can be described as classifying a face as 
either “known” and “unknown”, after comparing it with stored known individuals. It is also desirable to have a system 
that has the ability of learning to recognize known faces. Computational models of face recognition must address 
several difficult problems. This difficulty arises from the fact that faces must be represented in a way that best utilizes 
the available face information to distinguish a particular face from all other faces. Faces  pose a particularly difficult 
problem in this respect because all faces are similar to one another in that they contain the same set of features such as 
eyes, nose, mouth arranged in roughly the same manner. 

 
4.  FACE DETECTION: 

The face detection can be perform by given as input an arbitrary image, which could be a digitized video signal or a 
scanned photograph, determine whether or not there are any human faces in the image, and if there are, return an 
encoding of the location and spatial extent of each human face in the image[5]. The YIQ & YCbCr color model for 
skin detection The first stage in face detection is to perform skin detection. Skin detection can be performed in a 
number of color models. To name a few are RGB, YCbCr, HSV, YIQ, YUV, CIE, XYZ, etc. An efficient skin detection 
algorithm is one which should be able to cover all the skin colors like black, brown, white, etc. and should account for 
varying lighting conditions. Experiments were performed in YIQ and YCbCr color models to find out the robust skin 
color model. 
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4.1 Blob detection and Smooth the face 

We used an open GL blob detection library. This library designed for finding 'blobs' in an image, i.e. areas whose 
luminosity is above or below a particular value. It computes their edges and their bounding box. This library does not 
perform blob tracking; it only tries to find all blobs in each frame it was fed with. Blobs in the image which are 
elliptical in shape are detected as faces. The blob detection algorithm draws a rectangle around those blobs by 
calculating information such as position and center. After the previous steps, the above face would be a possible 
outcome. When the face is zoomed in, it turns out the outline of the face is not smooth. So the next step is to smooth the 
outline of the face. 

4.2 Image Scaling 

According to the client’s requirement, the image is to be scaled to the size of 80*80 pixels with the face centred. The 
face should contain 3350 pixels and all the rest of the pixels are white. Some edge detection algorithms cannot be 
applied to color images, so it is also necessary to convert the image to grey scale. 
There are four steps in this stage: 
1. Scaling the face to the number of pixels which is most approximate to and greater than 3350. 
2. Making the number of pixels of the face exactly equal to 3350. 
3. Making the size of the image 80*80 pixels. 
4. Converting the image to grey scale. 

                          
                                     Figure 1 making the size of the image 80*80 pixels 

5.  FACE DETECTOR ALGORITHMS: 
Training Data Preparation: 
- For each face and non-face image: 
   a) Subtract out an approximation of the shading plane to correct for single light source effects. 
   b)  Rescale histogram so that every image has the same gray level range. 
- Aggregate data into data sets. 
Back propagation Neural Network. 
- Set all weight to random value range from -1.0 to 1.0. 
- Set an input pattern (binary values) to the neurons of the net’s input layer. 
- Active each neuron of the following layer: 
      a) Multiply the weight values of the connections leading to this neuron with the output values of the preceding          
neurons. 
      b)  Add up these values. 
      c) Pass the result to an activation function, which computes the output value of this neuron. 
- Repeat this until the output layer is reached. 
- Compare the calculated output pattern to the desired target pattern and compute a square error value. 
- Change all weights values of each weight using the formula: 
Weight (old) + Learning Rate * Output Error * Output (Neuron i) * Output (Neuron i + 1) * (1 – Output(Neuron i + 1)) 
- Go to the first step. 
- The algorithm end, if all output pattern match their target pattern. 
Apply Face Detector to Image: 
- Apply the 20 x 20 pixel view window at every pixel position in the input image. 
- For each window region: 
   a)   Apply linear fit function and histogram equalization function on the region. 
   b)  Pass the region to the trained Neural Network to decide whether or not it is a face. 
   c)   Return a face rectangle box scaled by the scale factor, if the region is detected as a face. 
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- Scale the image down by a factor of 1.2. 
- Go to the first step, if the image is larger than the 20 x20 pixel window. 
 

6.  FACIAL FEATURE EXTRACTION: 
A simple approach to extracting the information contained in an image of a face is to somehow capture the variation in 
a collection of face images, independent of any judgment of features, and use this information to encode and compare 
individual face images. The part is to perform various facial features extraction from face image using digital image 
processing and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We separately used iris recognition for facial feature extraction. 
Facial feature extraction consists in localizing the most characteristic face components (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.) within 
images that depict human faces. This step is essential for the initialization of many face processing techniques like face 
tracking, facial expression recognition or face recognition. Among these, face recognition is a lively research area 
where it has been made a great effort in the last years to design and compare different techniques. 

 
7.   FACE DATABASE: 

Our face database contains large-scale face images with different sources of variations, especially Pose, Expression, 
Accessories, and Lighting would be used to advance the state-of-the-art face recognition technologies aiming at 
practical applications especially for the oriental. Our face database contains 99,594 images of 1040 individuals (595 
males and 445 females) with varying Pose, Expression, Accessory, and Lighting. 

 
8. FACE RECOGNITION: 

This part consists of the artificial intelligence (face recognition) which is accomplished by Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) with Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). This system gives a Neural and PCA based algorithm 
for efficient and robust face recognition. A face recognition system [11] is a computer vision and it automatically 
identifies a human face from database images. The face recognition problem is challenging as it needs to account for all 
possible appearance variation caused by change in illumination, facial features, occlusions, etc. This is based on 
principal component-analysis (PCA) technique, which is used to simplify a dataset into lower dimension while 
retaining the characteristics of dataset. Pre-processing, Principal component analysis and Back Propagation Neural 
Algorithm are the major implementations of this paper. Pre-processing is done for two purposes. 

1 To reduce noise and possible convolute effects of interfering system, 
2. To transform the image into a different space where classification may prove easier by exploitation of certain 

features. 

 
 

Figure 2 Outline of Face Recognition System by using PCA & Back- propagation Neural Network 
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9.  APPLICATION: 
There are numerous application areas in which face recognition can be exploited for these two purposes, a few of which 
are outlined below . 
1. Security (access control to buildings, airports/seaports, ATM machines and border checkpoints; computer/network 
security ;email authentication on multimedia workstations). 
2. Surveillance (a large number of CCTVs can be monitored to look for known criminals, drug offenders, etc. and 
authorities can be notified when one is located; for example, this procedure was used at the Super Bowl 2001 game at 
Tampa, Florida. 
3. General identity verification (electoral registration, banking, electronic commerce, identifying newborns, national 
IDs, passports, drivers’ licenses, employee IDs). 
4.Criminal justice systems (mug-shot/booking systems, post-event analysis, forensics). 
5. Image database investigations (searching image databases of licensed drivers, benefit recipients, missing children, 
immigrants and police bookings). 
6. “Smart Card” applications (in lieu of maintaining a database of facial images, the face-print can be stored in a smart 
card, bar code or magnetic stripe, authentication of which is performed by matching the live image and the stored 
template) . 
7. Multi-media environments with adaptive human-computer interfaces (part of ubiquitous or context-aware systems, 
behavior monitoring at childcare or old people’s centers, recognizing a customer and assessing his needs) . 
8.Video indexing (labeling faces in video) . 
9. Witness face reconstruction. 
 

10.  CONCLUSION:  
Face recognition can be applied in Security measure at Airports, Passport verification, Criminals list verification in 
police department, Visa Processing, Verification of Electoral identification and Card Security measure at ATM’s. Face 
recognition has received substantial attention from researches in biometrics, pattern recognition field and computer 
vision communities. Face recognition using Eigen faces has been shown to be accurate and fast. When BPNN technique 
is combined with PCA, non linear face images can be recognized easily. Hence it is concluded that this method has the 
acceptance ratio is more than 90 % and execution time of only few seconds In this proposed a computational model of 
face detection and recognition, which is fast, reasonably simple, and accurate in constrained environments such as an 
office or a household. Face recognition technologies have been associated generally with very costly top secure 
applications. Today the core technologies have evolved and the cost of equipment’s is going down dramatically due to 
the integration and the increasing processing power. Certain applications of face recognition technology are now cost 
effective, reliable and highly accurate. As a result there are no technological or financial barriers for stepping from the 
pilot project to widespread deployment. Face recognition is a both challenging and important recognition technique. 
Among all the biometric techniques, face recognition approach possesses one great advantage, which is its user-
friendliness (or non-intrusiveness) 
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